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Inspection on October 21-22, 1981

Areas Inspected

This routine, announced inspection involved 159 inspector-hours on site in the
area of a coordinated full scale radiological emergency exercise.

Results

In the area inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*G. F. Head, Senior Vice President - Power Generation
*J. T. Beckham, Jr. , Vice President and General Manager - Nuclear

Generation
"W. 011inger, Emergency Planning Coordinator
*M. Manry, Plant Manager
"C. Jones, Assistant Plant Manager
*E. Cobb, Manager Nuclear Planning and Control
*H. Rogers, Manager Health Physics
*G. Barker, I&C Supervisor
R. Nix, Maintenance Superintendent
C. Bellflower, QA Supervisor
J. Bray, Quality Assurance Field Representative
C. Parker, Counting Room Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included 10 technicians, 8 operators, 5
security force members, and 4 office personnel.

Other Organizations

J. Richardson, Federal Emergency Management Agency
M. Taylor, Toombs County Commissioner
D. Moffet, Georgia Emergency Management Agency
R. Payne, Environmental Protection Agency ,

B. Flack, Georgia Emergency Management Agency
C. Revis, Tattnall County Civil Defense
R. Widener, Toombs County Civil Defense Director
L. Griggers, Toombs County Civil Defense
D. Cummings, Appling County Civil Defense Director
Mrs. W. Allen, Jeff Davis County Civil Defense Director

NRC Resident Inspector

*R. Rogers

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interviev

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on October 22, 1981, with
those persons indicated in paragt aph 1 above.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

Not inspected.
1
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4 .- Unresolved Items
.

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.
'

5. Exercise S.cenario

The scenario for the radiological _ emergency exercise was reviewed in
i

advance of the scheduled e'xercise to verify that the requirements of
10CFR50.47(b)(14), 10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.F, and specific ;

criteria of NUREG 0654, Section N.3 were met. !

''

The scenario for the E. I. Hatch radiological emergency exercise appeared to :
meet the above requirements'and provided for a sequence of simulated eventsa.
beginning with an Unusual Event and progressing through sequentially
escalating emergency classes to a General Emergency. The sequence of
simulated events was coordinated in advance with State of Georgia repre-'

| - sentatives to provide an opportunity for exercising the State and local i

emergency response organizations.,

6. Assignment of Responsibility

i This area was observed to determine that primary responsibilities for
'

emergency response by the licensee have been specifically established and ',

i

that adequate staff is available to respond to an emergency as required by '

10CFR50.47(b)(1), 10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.A, and specific-
criteria in NUREG 0654, Section'II. A..

,

^c
The inspector noted that the-Plant Manager was not assigned . functional

. responsibility within the onsite emergency. organization and did not assume !

I an active command and control _ role during the exercise. The inspector !

stated _ that, since the Plant Manager was available at the time of the '

- simulated emergency, he was the appropriate individual to assume control of I
the onsite emergency organization. Georgia Power Company has agreed to r

'

reassess the Plant Manager's role with respect . to command and control
functions within the onsite emergency organization and take action to assign ;,

| appropriate responsibilities to the Plant. Manager prior to- March 1,1982 '

: (50-321/81-26-01;50-366/81-26-01).
4

The inspector also noted that there was no individual in the -onshift
. organization assigned the functional responsibility for making emergencyf

7

notification to offsite agencies. Since this responsibility had not been ~+

assigned, there was no training conducted for shift personnel in message5

transmittal -and verification procedures. During the exercise _ the
~

'

: individuals" making offsite notifications had trouble with the operation of
the Emergency Notification Network:(ENN) and did not appear to know what

.

alternate methods -should be used to insure notification of emergency-.
,

i conditions to all off. site agencies. The licensee has agreed to review this- |area and make changes to the onsite emergency organization to-insure that
the ' responsibility for emergency notification is specifically assigned and ;

that' appropriate training -is conducted in this area, by March 1, :1982 -
(50-321/81-26-02; 50-366/81-26-02).

'

,
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7. Onsite Emergency Organization

The licensee's onsite emergency organization was observed to determine that
the responsibilities for emergency response are unambigously defined, that
adequate staffing is provided to insure initial facility accident response
in key functional areas at all times, and that the interfaces among various
onsite response activities and offsite support activities are specified as
required by 10 CFR50.47(b)(2),10 CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.A, and
specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.B.

The onsite emergency organization appeared to lack definition in that
- emergency response personnel in both the Control Room and the Technical

Support Center (TSC) seemed unsure of their role within the organization.
There was adequate staff available for the emergency organization but those
available were not well utilized during the exercise. Engineering support
personnel in the TSC were used almost exclusively as communicators. The
Operations Support Center (OSC) staff were located in at least two different
areas, and for about two hours after activation of the OSC there was no
designated supervisor at the OSC to take charge of operational support. At
one point during the exercise an OSC team could not find any health physics
personnel to support their team effort. The licensee has agreed to clarify
the role of the TSC staff within the emergency organization and increase TSC
staffing to relieve engineering support personnel from communications
functions (50-321/81-26-03; 50-366/81-26-03). The licensee has also agreed
to assign a management supervisor to the OSC and provide adequate staffing,
including health physics personnel, to insure adequate support to the
emergeacy organization (50-321/81-26-04; 50-366/81-26-04). Both the above
actions will be complete prior to fiarch 1,1982.

8. Emergency Response Sul port and Resources

This area was observed to determine that arrangements for requesting and
effectively using assistance resources have been made, that arrangements to
accommodate State and local staff at the licensee's near-site Emergency
Operations Facility have been made, and that other organizations capable of
augmenting the planned response have been identified as required by
10CFR50.47(b)(3),10CFR50, Appendix E, paragrpah IV.A and specific criteria
in NUREG 0654, Section II.C.

State and local governmental representatives were present at the near-site
Emergency Operations Facility (E0F) during the exercise. Although it was
noted that arrangements have been made for requesting offsite assistance in
an emergency, the exercise scanario did not require offsite assistance. The
request for and effective utilization of offsite assistance resources, such
as radiological, fire and medical support, was not demonstrated.
Demonstration of these areas is not specifically required for the ,

full-scale exercise, but.these aspects are required to be exercised
during plant drills required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.F.
Adequacy of such drills will be evaluated during the emergency preparedness
appraisal (50-321/81-26-05, 50-366/81-26-05).

9. Emergency Classification System

This area was observed to determine that a standard emergency classification
and action level scheme is in use by the nuclear facility licensee as
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required by 10CFR50.47(b)(4),10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.C, and
specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.D.

The inspectors observed that the emergency classification system was in
effect.as stated in Section D of the Radiological Emergency Plan and in the
HNP Implementing Procedures. The system appeared to be adequate for the
classification of the simulated accident and the emergency procedures
provided initial and continuing mitigating actions taken during the
simulated emergency. The inspectors had no further questions in this area.

10. Notification tiethods and Procedures

This area was observed to #termine that procedures had been established for
notification by the licensee of State and local response organizations and
emergency personnel, and that the content of initial and followup messages
to response organizations had been established as required by 10CFR
50.47(b)(5),10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.D, and specific criteria in
NUREG 0654, Section II.E.

The inspector observed the initial emergency notification accomplished from
the control room. ilessage format had been established but the personnel
making the notifications were unsure of the amount of and the exact nature
of information to be transmitted. The control room utilizes an Emergency
Notification Network (ENN) system which is a direct line to the State and
six other offsite agencies around the plant site. Problems were encountered
with the ENN and individuals making the notifications did not appear to know
what alternate methods were to be used; consequently, most of the offsite
emergency notifications on both days of the exercise were never verified.
The inspector was informed after the exercise that the initial ENN messages
had been received by all the agencies but the ENN problem prevented the
agencies from providing verification using that system. The inspector1

attributed the above problems to the lack of a specifically assigned
on-shift individual to make emergency notifications and the lack of adequate
training in this area. This deficiency is discussed in ~ paragraph 6 above.
A licensee representative stated that the ENN system would be repaired
promptly. Following the activation and staffing of the near-site E0F,
subsequent messages passed to offsite agencies by the EOF staff appeared to
be complete and no further difficulties were identified.

11. Emergency Communication

This area was observed to determine that provisions exist for prompt
communications among principal response organizations and emergency
personnel as required by 10CFR50.47(b)(6), 10CFR50, Appendix E,
paragraph IV.E, and vecific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.F.

The emergency commabtion systems utilized during the exercise were
considered to be good. Direct telephone lines were provided between the
Control Room, TSC, E0F and Corporate Office in Atlanta. Portable radios,

used by the support and survey teams, appear to have good range and
generally functioned well. There did not appear to be enough telephones in
the EOF for the number of personnel using that facility. A licensee
representative stated that the E0F was an interim facility and that a new
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EOF, which should meet all applicable criteria, was under construction and.

is expected to be completed prior to October 1982.

Inplant comunication related deficiencies were noted as follows:

Announcements of plant status and condition were not made periodically.

within the plant to keep all personnel informed of the emergency.

Significant changes in plant parameters, such as rapid increase in'
.

offgas monitor activity, were not adequately passed to plant personnel.

Essentially no information concerning the plant emergency status was.

passed to the relieving Shift Supervisor.

There was no general announcement of the initiation of a planned.

release from the containment of simulated high activity gases.

Both the Control Room staff and the TSC staff were observed to spend.

too much time on the telephone rather than assessing worsening plant
conditions.

The area of emergency communications will be reviewed during the emergency
preparedness appraisal (50-321/81-26-06; 50-366/81-26-06).

12. Public Education and Information

This area was observed to determine that infomation concerning the
simulated emergency was made available for dissemination to the public as
required by 10CFR50.47(b)(7),10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.D, and
specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.G.

An emergency new:, center was established at the Toombs Central High School
where a spokesman for the Georgia Power Company provided appropriate
information concerning the simulated emergency to the news media for
dissemination to the public. The overall news center operation appeared to
be adequate; however, a few problems were noted as follows:

a. News releases generated during the exercise were not identified by
number nor were they timed and dated. In an actual emergency existing
over a period of several days this could lead to confusing or
conflicting infomation being distributed to the public,

b. There did not appear to be adequate liason with local governmental
officials' in the news release mechanism.

c. Descriptive material concerning the plant, including background
information, was not availabe to news media representatives during the
exercise, although material had been provided during a pre-exercise
briefing for the news media.

,

>
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13. Emergency Facilities and Equipment

This area was observed to determine that adequate emergency facilities and
equipment to support an emergency response are provided and maintained as
required by 10CFR50.47(b)(8),10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.E, and
specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.H.

a. Technical Support Center (TSC)

The TSC was activated upon notification by the Emergency Director. The
TSC is an interim facility located in half of the employees' lunch
room. There was sufficient space and working areas available for the
personnel assigned and the TSC was considered adequate as an interim
facil ity. The final TSC is planned for completion prior to October
1982.

(1) The visual display and status board was considered unacceptable in
that there was not sufficient plant data posted, there was no
trending of key plant parameters and there was no display of
historical accident information. In addition the status board was
not kept up-to-date on accident conditions. A licensee repre-
sentative stated that the TSC was an interim facility and that the
use of visual aids would be 9xpanded in the permanent facility,
expected to be completed prior to October 1982. The area of
visual aids and status boards will be reviewed during a subsequent
inspection (50-321/81-26-07; 50-366/81-26-07).

(2) Communications equipment was concentrated on one table at the end
of the TSC. Although the communications systems appeared to
function adequately there was some confusion when all systems were
being used simultaneously. Radios were operated at the opposite
end of the TSC and did not appear to interfere with other TSC
activity. Consideration should be given to providing separated
telephone systems where appropriate to prevent communications
confusion. There also appeared to be a need for lights on the
telephones to identify which one is ringing (50-321/81-26-08;
50-366/81-26-08).

b. Operations Support Center (0SC)

The OSC did not have an emergency kit, and emergency equipment,
such as protective clothing, respiratory protective devices,
radiation monitoring equipment or portable radios, was not readily
available to the OSC staff. The inspector stated that equipment
and supplies are needed in the OSC to facilitate rapid response
from CSC teams and for cases where other areas of the plant may be
uninhabi table. The licensee has agreed to provide emergency
equipment and supplies in the OSC by liarch 1,1982
(50-321/81-26-09; 50-366/81-26-09).
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c. Emergency Operations Facility (E0F)

The licensee's near-site E0F was activated and staffed promptly upon
notification by the Emergency Director. The E0F was crowded but

t. appeared to be adequate for an interim facility. The inspector noted
that there was not enough communications between licensee and State of

4

Georgia personnel, particularly in the area of protective action
decision making. The inspector stated that Georgia Power Company
representatives should be more aggresive in providing pertinent plant
information and recommendations to State personnel responsible for
protective action decisions. This area is discussed further in
paragraph 14.c.

14. Accident Assessment

This area was observed to determine that adequate methods, systems and
equipment for assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite
consequences of a radiological emergency condition are in use as required by
10CFR50.47(b)(9),10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.B. and specific criteria
in NUREG 0654, Section II.I.

a. Control Room

The inspector observed that the Shift Supervisor and Shift Foreman
spent too much time performing communications functions and too little
time in actual assessment of accident conditions. The Shift Technical
Advisor was involved with normal plant operation and had little time to
devote to the exercise. Part of the lack of assessment actions in the
Control Room was due to a deficiency of the scenario which did not
provide adequate technical data and in some cases data which were
inconsistent with simulated plant conditions (50-321/81-26-10;
50-366/81-26-10).

b. Technical Support Center (TSC)

As noted in paragraph 7 TSC personnel were not observed to be actively
involved in accident assessment. In part, this may have been a result
of the inadequate scenario data discussed above.

c. Emer ency Operations Facility (E0F)

Assessment personnel at the E0F appeared to be working independently on
offsite dose calculations. There was very little discussion with State
of Georgia representatives to resolve calculational differences.which
resulted from the licensee and the State using different calculational
models for offsite dose projections. There was apparently no effort to
modify the licensee's dose proj ctions based on field monitoring
results and although the information was available to State personnel,
there was very-little interface between Georgia Power and State
personnel concerning dose projections or field monitoring information.
The licensee has agreed to discuss resolution of the calculational
model differences with the State of Georgia and by March 1,1982, to
strengthen the interface between the State and Georgia Power with
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respect to Georgia Power Company's role in providing information
necessary for protective action decisions (50-321/81-26-11;
50-366/81-26-11).

d. Offsite Monitoring Teams

The offsite monitoring teams dispatched by the licensee were well
equipped and performed adequately. The inspector noted that there was
no consideration of team members' simulated accumlated doses by the
team dispatcher prior to sending a team into the simulated plume.
There did not appear to be any attempt to coordinate the efforts of the
licensee's monitoring teams with those of the State so that maximum
effective coverage of the plume area could be accomplished. Haps of
the local area within the 10 mile EPZ used by the State, the EOF staff
and survey teams were not standardized. Pre-selected monitoring points
had been written in on some of the maps, and the TLD locations were not
clearly marked. Maps with preprinted, designated sampling locations
and TLD locations would be useful for both the teams and E0F staff.
Standard maps of the EPZ should be shared with the State (50-321/81-
-26-12;50-366/81-26-12).

15. Protective Responses

This area was observed to determine that guidelines for protective actions;

during an emergency, consistent with Federal guidance, are developed and in
place, and protective actions for emergency workers, including evacuation of
nonessential personnel, are implemented promptly as required by
10CFR50.47(b)(10) and specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.J.

Protective actions taken by the licensee during the exercise appeared to be
appropriate for the levels of radiological hazards postulated by the
scenario. During the site accountability and evacuation it was noted that
plant personnel were being surveyed prior to exiting through the access
control point. This practice delayed the accountability process. Overall*

accountability of plant personnel took a little over one hour, this could
have been significantly reduced had personnel been monitored outside the
access point. A licensee representative stated that the evacuation
procedure would be reviewed and appropriate changes made to reduce the
accountability time (50-321/81-26-13; 50-366/81-26-13).

16. Radiological Exposure Control

This area was observed to determine that means for controlling radiological
exposures, in an emergency, are established and implemented for emergency
workers and that they include exposure guidelines consistent with EPA
Emergency Worker and Lifesaving Activity Protective Action Guides as
required by 10CFR50.47(b)(11) and specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section
I I . K.~

Radiological surveys were made periodically within the emergency response
facilities and dosimetry was issued to all personnel onsite during the
simulated emergency. At one point a simulated sample with an exposure rate
of SR/ hour contact was brought to .the door of the TSC causing _ a potential
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unnecessary exposure to individuals in that facility. The alternate health
physics counting equipment, which was located in the TSC, should be moved to
another location to prevent this type of unnecessary exposure to personnel.
This area will be reviewed during the Emergency Preparedness Appraisal at
Plant Hatch (50-321/81-26-14; 50-366/81-26-14).

17. Recovery and Reentry Planning and Post-accident Operations
'

This area was observed to determine that general plans for recovery and
reentry are provided as required by 10CFR50.47(b)(13),10CFR50, Appendix E,
paragraph IV.H. and specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.M.

The licensee did not demonstrate this area during the exercise. This area
will be observed during a future exercise (50-321/81-26-15;
50-366/81-26-15).

18. Radiological Emergency Response Training

This area was observed to determine that radiological emergency response
training is provided to those who may be called on to assist in an emergency
as required by 10CFR50.47(b)(15),10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.F, and
specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section 11.0.

As_ discussed in the above paragraphs there were several instances in which
personnel of the emergency response organization did not appear to have a
good understanding of their functional responsibilities or their role within
the emergency organization. This may have been a result of inadequate
training along with some scenario deficiencies and procedural inadequacies.
The area of emergency response training will be reviewed in more detail
during the appraisal mentioned in paragraph 16.

19. Exercise Critique

The licensee's critique of the emergency exercise was observed to determine
that ' deficiencies identified as a result of the exercise and weaknesses
noted in the licensee's emergency response organization were formally
presented to licensee management for corrective actions as required by
10CFR50.47(b)(14),10CFR50, Appendix E, paragraph IV.F, and specific
criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.N.

The licensee held a formal critique of the exercise on October 22, 1981, in
which exercise deficiencies were addressed; however, the critique was not
comprehensive and highlighted with only a few general observations by the
licensee's staff. The inspector did not consider the critique to be
adequate to infonn management of the exercise deficiencies. This area will
be observed during a future exercise (50-321/81-26-16; 50-366/81-26-16).

20. Exercise Evaluation

The inspectors concluded that altnough the exercise demonstrated that the
licensee could manage a major accident at the Hatch facility,'significant
improvements are needed in the emergency response organization in order to
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I- insure that. effective accident management can be accomplished during an
actual emergency.

21. Federal Evaluation Team Report

The report of deficiencies noted by the Federal Evaluation Team (Regional
1 Assistance Committee and Federal Emergency lianagement Agency Region IV
' staff) concerning the activities of offsite agencies during the exercise is'

included as an attachment to this report. ;
;
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NOV 4 1980

Major General Billy M. Jones
State Civil Defense Director
Post Office Box 18055
Atlanta, Georgia 30316

Dear General Jones:

I have enclosed observations and recommendations on the State / Plant Hatch
(Site Specific) Radiological Emergency Preparedness Exercise conducted
October 8-9, 1980.

It is my understanding State participants and observers did an excellent job
of self-critiquing the exercise on October 28, 1980. They, in fact, identified*

a number of problem areas observed by the Federal Evaluation Team.

While I am aware your state staff is in process of correcting your plan as a,

result of the exercise critique, there are additional items which need special
attention prior to submitting the plan to FEMA National for their review and
acceptance.

Your state has done much in a short period of time to accomplish what you
have on the REP plan. I compliment you for the excellent effort and assure
you that RAC IV members and FEMA IV staff look forward to supporting future
REP activities in your state.

Sincerely yours,

arris ope
Chairman, RAC IV i

i

Enclosure
!

Mr. Hal Gaut/ REP Div/ FEMA Nat'l |cc: -

'

RD GA P&P Rep -J. Morgan .

CF P&P (Yellow),

All RAC IV Membi rs

[ % - Q_% , f hh__ b - -

-

-

P iDRichardson/fw/x328/11-4-80

m
.., ___
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PLANT HATCH NUCLEAR FACILITY
RADIOLOGICAL EhiERGENCY EXERCISE

Octobe r 8-9, 1980

.

Regional Assistance Committee IV ,

Observations and Recommendations

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING OF EOCsA.

Observations were made at the State EOC, State CP Mobile, EPD Mobile
Lab, Near Site EOF, and the following counties: Appling, Jeff Davis, Tattnall
and Toombs.

Observation

The State EOC is a superior facility with adequate , space, is well laid out, isThe space and
provided with excellent maps, situation boards and wall charts.
EOC configuration in Appling and Jeff Davis Counties are considered marginal.
Tattnall and Toombs Counties do not have adequate EOCs.

Reconunendation
|

Emergency operation centers (locations) for all counties in the 10-mile EPZ
While these counties did the best they could with whatshould be improved upon.

they currently have, minimal requirements should include adequate space,i

communications (in place), flies, maps and wall charts (displays).a

I

I

I Obse rvation
]1

{
Staffing of the State EOC on October 8 was considered excellent. Staffing on

.

October 9 was outstanding. The radiological response personnel from the
Department of Natural Resources were particularly well equipped when theyi

'

arrived at the State EOC. They brought with them computer terminal, telephone
recording device and tape recording equipment. All of this equipment was used
throughout exercise play on October 9. Staffing in county EOCs ranged from
simulated in Tattnall County, minimum numbers responding in Appling and Jeff,

Davis Counties to adequate in Toombs County.
;

.-
g

Recommendation4

That all emergency staff and response personnel be assembled in future
If the scenario does not include active participation by each county,exercises.

the staff and response personnel should be assembled, briefed on the current

-i

-

j-
_ __ _

'

,
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Allsituation and provided instructions as to expected action to be taken.
participants (staff and response personnel), with a need to know, should be
kept fully informed of the status of the developing situations.

Observation

The State response team rally point (roadside park on U.S. Ill) operation and
initial situation briefing by the EPD On-site Coordinator was handled effectively.
However, two observations should be addressed:

;

The key situation briefing was given to the response team prior1.
to the arrival of the State Civil Defense Mobile Command Post.

The advance party (EPD) on initial entry onto plant site for sample2.
radiological readings was led by the EPD On-site Coordinator.

Recommendation

If the State Mobile CP is late in arriving at rally point for the
| 1.

initial situation briefing, it would be desirable for the On-site
!

Coordinator to brief the Mobile CP via radio.!

In view of the key role and responsibility of the EPD On-site2.
Coordinator, he should remain at the rally point until the
advanced monitoring team assures him their entry onto plant
site reflects negative readings.,

'

i ,

observation

The State Mobile CP and EPD Mobile Lab set up at the Near Site EOF was
There were some initialmost impressive and handled in an effective manner.

power and telcom hookup problems, but these were solved in short order.
Coordination between the Near Site EOF, State CP and EPD Lab was handled

Situation briefings were
in good shape by the EPD On-site Coordinator. Howevar, operational
timely and contained appropriate technical detail.
briefings on civil defense response activities and prc,blem areas were notThus, there was little infor-
presented by the State CD On-site Coordinator.
mation passed as to what was being accomplished within the 10-mile EPZ countie'

d and decisions made and actions taken by the State EOC (Atlanta)."

.
m a.
d|
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Recommendation

Review State CD staffing for State Mobile CP and designate the1.
State CD On-site Coordinator who win work hand-in-hand in
making joint decisions with the EPD On-site Coordinator.

.

Provide periodic briefings to State Response Team (State CP and2.
EPD Lab staff) on actions / problems within 10-mile EPZ counties
and directives provided by State EOC.

Obse rvati on

When the State CP and EPD Lab (Mobile) were forced to move from the
near site EOF to the alternate location in Baxley, the move was timely and
handled effectively. However, upon arrival at predesignated location, it was

Thus,
* discovered that planned power and telcom hook ups would not work.

causing delay in becoming operational and interference with radio communi-
cations from State CP to local EOCs and Near Site EOF. Radio traffic from
State CP was relayed via Baxley EOC to adjacent counties and Near Site EOF.

j

!, Recommendstion

Periodic testing of power and telcom hook ups at alternate CP locations is
wa rranted.

B. ACCIDENT ASSESSMENT

Obse'rvations were made at the State EOC, State Mobile Command Post, EPDI
'

Mobile Lab, each County EOC, . Mobile Monitoring and Aerial Survey Teams. _'

Obse rvation

|
In the event the State should require RAP /IRAP support, initially as many as 200 |
federal personnel win be available to respond. If supplemented, this response |

could be expanded to 400 support personnel of au disciplines. Depending upon |
i

|' the magnitude of the problem, support equipment may be transported by up to |

five C-141 aircraft. DOE win set up three areas of operation to support the
1) A DOE command post located 8 to 10 miles away from the plant site;State

2) On-site monitoring support to the utility; and 3) Off-site monitoring support
, ,

for dose assessment. While this was not addressed in the exercise, it was! noted the State has not developed site specific procedures which will accommodaq
)

this support if it becomes necessary.

Recommendation _

State consider and develop site spscific plans, procedures, identification of
staging areas, communication support integrated into state communications and |
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other support resources as required to effectively utilize RAP /1 RAP
assistance should it be required.

Observation

Radiation exposure rate readings were not reported in a uniform manner.
Different terms and units were used. This lack of uniformity in reporting
causes confusion and error. In addition, communicatoro were not all
versed as to what the terms are, the context of use, etc.

Recommendation

Specific reporting procedures for field asstsament teams be established
and incorporated into a manual of standard operating procedures for field
radiological assessment teams. Secondly, communicators should be
appropriately trained on the technical terminology associated within the
parameters of a nuclear incident.

Obs e rvation

The State did not have a complete inventory of radiological monitoring
resources available to the consties. Localinventories of monitoring /
dosimetry equipment do not appear to be matched against local requirements.
(s. g. , How many emergency workers in the counties will require dosimeters
and survey equipment)?

Reebmmendation

Total State and local radiological equipment support required by the plan --
in terms of instrumentation, dosimstry for all personnel, should be clead y
identified and evaluated on the basis of resources available and procedures
for distribution on a site specific basis.

Observation
!

State Field Assessment Teams took readings only in the theoretical pluma.
.

Recommendation

It is suggested that readings be taken at various locations 360' around the
plant rather than continuously in the plume as determined by the plao+ In

the event of wind shear, it can be determined if a secondary plu to
apreading -sver other areas of the environs.
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Obse rvation

A deficiency noted is the lack of high range gamma equipment ut111:ed
by field assessment teams (State and local) or local emergency workers
deployed in the EPZ. It appeared the health physics group did not know
what type of equipment each individual field assessment team was
equipped with. Some team members did not know how to use each piece of
equipment. One team did not use proper monitoring procedures.
Instruments were used with the speaker turned off, rapid ground and belt
height readings were taken in less than 20 seconds at one location.
Specifically, there was not sufficient time allowed for meter response and
detection over a specific area.

Recommendation ,
,

Specific assessment team training and more uniformity in assessment team
instrumentation i

.

Observation .'
Maps used by field assessment teams lacked a proper ' scale to differentiate
types of roads (e g. , paved, unpaved), which led to difficulty in determining
monitoring coordinates.

,

'

_ Recommendation

Standardiae maps used for this purpose.
/

- Observation '

~

Assessment teams were not debriefed to verify data communicated by radio.
. Some teams did not record radiological data in logs, when this data was

transmitted via radio to the command post.

Recommendation

Establish a check and balance system for verification of radiological data.-

|

Observation

; Both State and local personnel took low range CDV-700 instruments into the
field to monitor without earphones. This equipment was also used in areas
where exposure rates exceeded the range capability of the CDV-700. Local

| government had a stockpile of CDV-700's which were available for use
l without headphones.

'
.

|
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Recommendation

Field asses sment teams, by SOP, khould operationally check their equip-
ment prior to beginning a mission.

Obs e rvation

A State Agriculture Representative was sent into the EPZ. (Plume Pathway)
to collect milk samples. He left the command post area (Baxley) without
dosimetry or backup monitoring equipment. There were no radio
communications in his vehicle.

Recommendation'

;

Ensure proper equipping of emergency staff prior to assignment ofi
'

sampling missions.

Observation
i

The objective of the aerial monito' mg mission was to follow and trace thei
'

plume. However, no provision was made for protective respiratory
apparatus in either aircraft. Missions were flown in the plume entirely,
unnecessarily exposing the personnel involved. The CDV-781 detector unit
was on the floor of the aircraft and not outside. This equipment does not
have a high level of sensitivity for detecting plume by products especially
in the configuration the equipment was used. A more usefulinstrument for
conducting these missions would have been the mounting of an open window

This wouldprobe of a CDV-700 instrument on the outershall of the aircraft.
allow the determination of plume outer boundaries. There was no other
monitoring equipment on board the mirazaft in terms of backing up high and

' low rs.nge survey equipment. Earphones for the equipment were not worn,
raadings were not recorded and logged. A majority of the readings were not
received on the ground due to communications problems. These missions,
as conducted, required two personnel. Only one person was available.

Recommendation
,

Prior equipping of airsraft before conducting axercises and detailed training'

W sessions for aerial monitoring teams.
g . ,

>:

C. MEDICAL SUPPORT

Observations were made at Meadows Memorial Hospital (Toombs County),
and Appling County Hospital. ,
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Observation

Medical support activities in Toombs County were observed and no short-
coniings were noted. In Appling County, it was observed that additional
training for nurses in the use of radiation instruments was needed. Security
measures at the emergency entrance in Appling County Hospital were not
adequate.

Recommendation

Additional training for medical personnel is essential in Appling County.
Security should be improved at Appling County Hospital.

D. A LE R TING / NO TIFIC A TION /C OMMUNICA TION'S

Observations were made at the State EOC in Atlanta, the Mobile Command
Post, the State Mobile Radiological I4boratory, Appling County EOC, Jeff
Davis County EOC, Tattnau County EOC, Toombs County EOC, and by three
Mobile Observers.

Obse rvation

An alerting / notification / communication activities observed at the State EOC
were excenent. Deficiencies observed in Jeff Davis County were:

* 1. Delay in receiving info:mation due to malfunction of radio
equipment, requiring use of telephone.

'
2. No operational contact between Plant Hatch and County Civil

Defense Office occurred during the exercise.

Deficiencies observed in Toombs Countyr
'

- T 1. Alerts and messages were not consistently verified, resulting
. in the delayed beginning and premature termination of the,

j;- . .7 exercise. -:

- 7 .

Recommendation
,

,

" Verification procedures be established and utiused in Tattnau County. Training
of commualcations personnel in operational procedures is needed.

-
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E. PUBLIC INFORMATION '

.

Observations were made at the State EOC, State CP Mobile, and the four ;

coudty EOCs.
i

Obse rvation

The State critique covered this area in detail with specific observations
and recommendations.

Recommendation

None

F. DECISIONS ON PROTECTIVE ACTIONS
!

Observations were made at the State EOC, Mobile CP, Mobile Radiological -

Laboratory, four county EOCs, and Mobile Observers. '

Observation
,

,

i

lEvacuation was simulated in Toombs and Appling Counties. The primary |shelter for Appling County is no more than 12 miles from the FNF. '
.!

NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1 states that county plans shall include relocation .
centers which are at least 5 miles, and preferably 10 miles, beyond the |boundarien of the plume exposure EPZ.

|
-

j<

Recommendation ;

~..:. j
- '

-< .
'that relocation center (abelter) for Appling County be moved to condrm with'

-

NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1. '4 '

G.- REENTRY
.

Observations were made at State EOC, Mobile CP and Mobile Radiological '
'

,' Laboratory. .i . '. ~
5>
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Decision to direct reentry was made jointly by DNR radiological personnel ' M
at the mobile laboratory and the State EOC. Decision was based on computa. %
tions verified by field reports. 7, '
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Recommendation

None I

H. INGESTION PATHWAY-

Observations were made at State EOC, Mobile CP and Mobile Radiological
Labo ratory.

Obse rvation

State Department of Agriculture Representative reported to State EOC
within 15 minutes after being notified. At 9:40 m. m. , October 9, directed

that a food inspector be dispatched to Baxley (Appling County) and be prepared
to take food samples and turn in to Bill Clino (DNR). Agriculture representa-
tive also present in Toombs' EOC.

Recommendation

See Accident Assessment---naxt to last observation.
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